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PVCC, the lost dirt. VU ffouore) 

Diy wood » 25 Jul 2017, 07:18 

| just moved a thread to the Mecha conference that had been hidden in the Admin forum for a long time. | thought people might want to read it. 

Basically as an admin on FFUEL | got fed up and badgered Mecha for three or four days trying to get him to say something committal instead of dismissive for a change. It did not work. 

When | came across that in the admin forum, | started thinking about some of the other stuff hiding around in there. | think as a summer “fun thing” | might put some of that stuff in here. Most of it is no longer sensitive because they 
were some trolling operation that flopped or the people involved Buzzlebarbied. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply» i@ 9! 
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Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. y 
Diy wood » 25 Jul 2017, 07:21 

Like this... 

@ Pvcc Exclusives @ Buzzleberry Posters 

oO People who treat me like shit oO People who treat me with 
respect 

wood 
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All people involved 
‘Made by Marty Chang. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 

Reply s@ 9! 

Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. 7 {fouore } 

Dy hot jughead » 25 Jul 2027, 08:18 

ahahahaha fuckin’ marty chang 

hot jughead 
THE BIG BAD BOOTY DADDY 
Posts: 39265 
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Location: ice hell 

Everything is EVIL ee 
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Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. y 
Dby Leiter » 25 tu! 2017, 09:01 

so if my understanding of childish high school graphs are correct, there are significantly more people who treat marty with respect/disrespect than there are people who post on these two internet forums who dont treat him with any 
notable kind of respect. got it. 
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Re: PVC, the lost dirt. VY {fauore)} 
Dby hot jushesd » 25 Jul 2027, 09:20 

but yeah god there's def funny shit on the admin board worth sharing, even just like random zingers abt buzzle dickheads or ppl cruising for bans, etc. 
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Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. 
Diy Deano » 25 Jul 2017, 10:35 

The diagram is wrong anyway, | went to Buzzleberry and | suspect Marty thinks | treated him like shit for calling him out on defending pedophiles. 

Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. 7 {fouoTe 
Dy wood » 25 Jul 2017, 10:42 

Ruben Rascon 

SA Ruben Rascon 
4 You and Ruben Rascon aren't connected an Facebook 

Yo, Mecha. 

You need to talk to me pronto. 

It's fuckinstupid 

This is serious. 

mecha.jpg (345.78 KiB) Viewed 73 tin 

There's this bizarro conversation | had with Mecha after 789chan found his videos and | had to convince him to stop reacting lest raw an onslaught of curious trolls 

NIGHTFALCON 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply > 1g 9 

6 seconds ago 

Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. Y {favors 

Dby wood # 25 Jul 2017, 10:47 

Actually a lot of stuff from the admin forum one time or another where 789chan did some fucking thing and in the admin forum we were all concerned. Usually the people we were trying to protect were dumbasses, like Mecha. 

Actually | should dig up the PMs where Jakkarra acted like a total twat when | tried to say “hey, you aren't a very secure internet pres nce plz fix it to protect other people in this forum and formerly members of this forum. 

THAT was infuriating. 

Tide: 

66 wood wrote: 
Look, you need to face up to something here: 

| just got shown a /ewe/ thread with a screenshot of your Facebook account. Aside from the fact that | think its a tad foolish to have a publicly viewable Facebook, you have the same username on Facebook as you do on a bloody troll forum. 

You need to get your act together here bro, PYCC members aren't out to get you, but there are weirdos who watch PVCC who are out to get almost everyone on here, many of whom have watched the whole PVCC/BB interaction with intense 
interest. Whether they should or not, they have. And they have latched on to whatever information they can get, and now they have yours. 

Even if you don't care about your own personal info, there are people who are connected to you who can get caught up in it. So you should do something about that. 

‘And | mean soon, You should probably start by making your Facebook private and maybe consider using a different username. And | don't think I need to bring up that you were warned about this a few weeks ago. 

66 Jakkarra wrote: 
| already have privatised everything. For the benefit of people i actually give a shit about, not those who obviously distike me. 

I don't recall being warned about anything to do with my name. 

Said Doxxer must have gotten their information fram somewhere, i wouldn't like to fathom from whence. The whole thing about being a "Furry lulcow” must've come from somewhere, because despite people's beliefs, I'm not some sort of 
Uberfurry who runs around in a fursuit everywhere making it super obvious. Ultimately this was all caused by people bitching about BB in Public areas. Such as BB purgatory. 

Also please could you message me on BB from now on? | don't even use PVC anymore. 

That last sentence was pretty funny, cause at that point he was still logging on like 50 times a day to72222222? who knows 

Ill dig up our conversation because | need to find the old Dingleberries logs. 

conds ago NIGHTFALCON 45 
1n shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 

‘{quoTe Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. 
Dby wood # 25 2ul 2027, 12:42 

Dump... 

66 wood wrote: 
If this doesn't get through his head, not sure what will... 

“ 

66 Jakckarra wrote: 
| already have privatised everything. For the benefit of people i actually give a shit about, not those who obviously dislike me. 

Not quite sure what that is supposed to mean. 

66 Jakkarra wrote: 
I don't recall being warned about anything to do with my name. 

How about that time Danger Bitch asked me for some back story... 

“ 
No one was trying to dig up dirt on him. Instead something along these lines went dawn: | guess So they checked out his Facebook and 
found that it was open to trolling and that things he posted there made their way into the wild open internet into the hands of other people. So this person found this out and decided not to add him as a friend or whatever and 
warned other people against doing the same... cause | guess 
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66 Jakkarra wrot 
Said Doxxer must have gotten their information from somewhere, i wouldn't like to fathom from whence. The whole thing about being a “Furry lulcow” must've come from somewhere, because despite people's beliefs, m not some sort 
of Uberfurry who runs around in a fursuit everywhere making it super obvious. Ultimately this was all caused by people bitching about BB in Public areas. Such as BB purgatory. 

Let me run a test here: 

You used the same name for your Facebook account that you did for your username on PVCC. I bet you use the same username on other places on the web, don't you. For the sake of argument, let me Google “Jakkarra’. 

Steam Community :: ID :: Jakkarra 
steamcommunity.com/id/Jakkarral - Prelogit tito strénku 
‘apparantly my name is norwegian for “chair’ who knew :3. tf2iobby:78359516. Paraguay 
Do not add me just to ask to trade. why hello there. Comments _ 

Jakkarra @|H|H| ~ 

The Furry Pound 
3,998 Members 35 In Group Chat 

Dude, if this stuff is coming from somewhere, it's coming from you. No one on the PYCC is supplying anyone anything. | didn't look this up (just now, I haven't looked for your information before this) to troll you, | did it to show you how 
easy it is, | know, because | troll people. This is exactly the same thing this guy is doing. He has no connect to PVCC or BB. He may claim to in order to heighten drama, but he isn’t and he doesn't need to be. 

66 Jakkarra wrote: 
Also please could you message me on BB from now on? | don't even use PYCC anymore. 

Yet you stil log in rather frequently. 

66 wood wrote 
I don't think he's getting it. 

“ 

66 Jakkarra wrote: 
If this is the method in which he decided i am a furry, its a pretty long leap to decide that's why Im ostracised from PVCC. More to the point how does he know Im ostracised from PVCG The most likely answer is someone fs feeding 
him information, there are at least two people who i wouldn't put doing that past.(That, or, as mentioned, because people decided to make these sorts of things public) 

No, people from PVC is the least likely thing that is happening. How did he conclude you were ostracised? Because you were on Buzaleberry. Theyve already made that conclusion about everyone on Buzaleberry: that it's a splinter forum 
of people who came from PVCC but don't like PVC. We know this about them, they post it all the time. So no, itis not the most likely answer. They're /cwc/. They fill in the gaps with their own idiocy whether we like it or not. 

‘Also, who are the two people you wouldn't put that past? Because the people with coloured names don't dish out dox to /cwc/, ever. Maybe you should step back here since the people on PVCC are currently trying to put a stop to this. 

66 Jakkarra wrote: 
People keep talking about me. 

What? No they don't. 

66 Jakkarra wrote: 
only go to check what new slander is coming my way. fd really prefer to not have to interact with the wretched place more than that. 

Thats silly. 

66 Jakkarra wrote: 
Oh, and could you perhaps try and stop people from attempting to convince me all my friends are out to get me? Its getting rather droll, and frankly it's insulting. 

41. I don't know what you are talking about. 
2. tm not your personal fucking servant, if you are talking to them, tell them yourself. 

66 wood wrote: 

“ 

66 Jakkkarra wrote: 
People from PVC is not the least likely thing. | already know about IMs post in the green forum months back about me “Harassing people”. Its jolly well OK for people to make baseless accusations about people and get listened to on 
PVC apparently. 

What does this have to do with your Facebook being on /cwc/? You think she posted it there because of some tiff you have with her? 

Let me straighten this out. We already have IPs for the post. It's from Finland, it isn’t a proxy. ly doesn't live in Finland. She hasn't supplied information to anyone. We do not share information about forum members (past or present) with 
people who post on /cwc/. 

66 Jakkarra wrote 
‘And the Mac thread and the resultant "PVCC-achu’ thread go to show me being not wanted, so don't even bother trying to argue to the contrary. 

You “nat being wanted” is entirely different from posting your personal information or passing it along to someone else. And your conclusion of not being wanted is yours and has not been explicitly stated by anyone on the forum. Many 
people have been smacked around on PVCC for saying something that someone else thought was dumb (myself included). | strongly suggest you grow some thicker skin and not take internet arguments so seriously. 

66 Jakkarra wrote: 
‘As fucking if. If Insulting people personally, invading chat channels and attempting to cause rifts of their own by trying to convince members that they're only here under some elaborate plot to troll them is “Trying to put a stop to 
this" then my fucking god { wouldnt like to see what they/d do if they wanted to make things worse. Buzaleberry doesnt want anything to do with PVC, because the issues are irreconcilable, due to the actions of PVCC members such 
1s Cogs, ly, LoveYouLongTime, spas and Co. 

None of this has ANYTHING to do with your Facebook getting posted. Regardless of whatever else has transpired, we do not want people's personal information put out. if someone had wanted to destroy Buzleberry by dropping dox, do 
you honestly think they would do it by dropping yours? 

66 Jakkarra wrote: 
‘Mac thread, PVCC-achu bullshit, ect. 

‘You haven't even been addressed in the mac thread since mid-February. Nor do | see how screwing with an avatar counts as some form of defamation. Also, written defamations are called " 

66 Jakkkarra wrote: 
1: Most recently Yoko (Surfshack tito), and during the mac thread LYLT et al keep suggesting Dangie is trying to Heartsweet me, as what happer 
constantly trying to assure me that i am only on Buzleberry because everyone thinks i am a colossal faggot and just want to make fun of me all th 

| wasn't asking for the situation. It has nothing to do with me. It also has nothing to do with your Facebook getting leaked. 

66 Jakikarra wre 
2: I don't want to talk to them at all. They keep contacting me. 

Again, tm not your servant. Tell them to fuck off. Or black them. Or something. 

If you have any other problems, I can answer them in the morning, good night. 

Fuck this idiot, good night. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply = 1@ 9! 

‘fauore) Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. 
Dby hot jughead » 25 ul 2027, 2 3 

aahahahaha fucking jakkarra, good times 



Everything is 

Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. ‘{fau0re ) 
Dby Lucas » 25 tu! 2017, 18:26 

jesus christ what a dork 

66 Anthony Sullivan wrote: 
So you're finally living avay from the folks and you're... stocking your apartment with things you need via having sex with women. 

1'm so proud of you right now 

Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. 7 {fouore 
Dby Let » 25 Jul 2017, 19:45 

“ 
i wouldn't like to fathom from whence 

shuuuuut uuuuup 

Image 

Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. VY {fovore 

Diby tronkus » 25 Jul 2017, 20:08 

66 LeiLei wrote: 

“ 
i wouldn't lke to fathom from whence 

shuuuuut uuuuup 

This is the kind of stuff that makes me question if he's really British, it's the way you talk when you're emulating speech on BBC dramas 

Its just strange, | guess 

The Big Lebowski was & Shite Movie 

Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. 7 {fouore, 
Dby wood » 25 Jul 2017, 23:59 

Pretty sure that sentence is also grammatically wrong, but it doesn't fucking matter. No one talks that way unless theyre in a class on Middle English/Early Modern English, theyre a total twat or they are trying to sound smarter than they 
actually are. 

That's the thing about Jakkarra. Every argument had with him started because he was usually wrong about something. instead of admitting that, he would want so badly to win the argument that he would keep twisting it. He would never 
win the argument though, he would just get wronger. 

From the mac thread, to the book argument, to this. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply > 1@ 9! 

Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. 
Dy wood » 26 aul 2017, 02:22 

ooo) 

66 Georgeson wrote: 
Please just unban me. Im really sorry I spammed on the board. I can controll myself now and I would never spam like that again. | really liked that forum and | wish so badly | could be on it ag 
there again | would rather kill my whole family than ever spam like that. | just need one more chance, | am begging you. | would do anythir 
banned but if | was unbanned | would not be an asshole or spamming at all. Please just think it over. 

I swear to you on my life | would never spam on 
want. You could unban me its not up to anyone else, | know they are pressureing u to keep me 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Dor't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply = 1@ 9! 
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Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. 
Dby tronkus » 26 2ul 2017, 12:27 

66 wood wrote: 
From the mac thread, to the book argument, to this. 

Any more context on what exactly the book argument is? 

The Big Lebowski was & Shite Movie 

Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. 
Dy wood » 25 3ul 2017, 13:45 

66 tronkus wrote: 

46 wood wrote: 
From the mac thread, to the book argument, to this. 

Any more context on what exactly the book argument is? 

‘QUOTE ) 

He posted a list of books based on some reader opinions and basically said it was total shit. hot jughead and | were like “why there's some good things there” and every justification he gave made him look dumber and dumber and unable 
to formulate a coherent argument. 

See it her 

viewtopic, php?f=68t=5971 &p=3196248#p31 9624 

In retrospect, this should have been an indication that he shouldn't have been in this forum. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply > s@ 9! 

Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. 
Dy tronkus » 26 Jul 2017, 14:46 

Oh right, that was ages ago. Id forgotten about it. 

| don't really miss 2011 me at all, what a fucker. 

The Big Lebowski was & Shite Movie 

Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. 
Dy tronkus » 26 Jul 2017, 14:47 

66 wood wrote: 

66 Georgeson wrote: 

{fauore) 

‘{fauore ) 

Please just unban me, Im really sorry | spammed on the board. | can controll myself now and | would never spam lke that again. | really liked that forum and | wish so badly I could be on it again. I swear to you on my life | would never spam 
on there again | would rather kill my whole family than ever spam like that. | just need one more chance, | am begging you. | would do anything u want. You could unban me its not up to anyone else, | know they are pressureing u to 
keep me banned but if | was unbanned | would not be an asshole or spamming at all. Please just think it over. 

Iim pretty sure his brain is swiss cheese 

The Big Lebowski was & Shite Movie 

Re: PVCC, the lost dirt. 
Dby woodghost » 26 Jul 2017, 15:57 

66 Frontspac wrote: 
If you removed everything put on the list by teenage girls it actually wouldn't be half bad. 

hahaha remember what a twat frontspac was tho 
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